
COCKTAILS ALL OUTCASTS WELCOME

The Outcast Ol' Fashioned   12
Bourbon served over a muddled sugar cube, 
a house infused cherry and finished with 
orange zest over rocks

Cucumber Kolsch   10   
Five Stories London Dry Gin, mixed with 
cucumbers, lime and simple syrup, topped 
off with our Kolsch Ale

Northern Bastard   10   
Despite this cocktail being a real bastard, 
it's one of our favorites! Featuring three 
different spirits: bourbon, Five Stories 
London Dry Gin and Five Stories Peach 
Brandy. This WWII era cocktail is one of 
the good ones

Peppered Grapefruit Fizz   10   
Five Stories Pepper Vodka shaken with 
grapefruit, simple syrup and a splash of 
ginger beer gives this cocktail a bold in 
your face flavor

Cold Brew Martini   10   
Five Stories Vodka, coffee liqueur, locally 
made cold brew served in a chilled coupe

The Bob Ross   10   
Like one of our favorite painters, this 
cocktail is full of fun and bright flavors. 
Featuring our Five Stories Wet Hop Gin 
as the happy little trees, and a floater of 
red wine remind us of the sunsets we've 
seen painted so many times

Coconut Creme Soda   10   
We asked our head distiller for a featured 
cocktail, and this is what he came up with. 
Five Stories Coconut Rum served in a 
house creme style soda. He knocked this 
one out of the park!

Fruited Basil Smash-Up   10   
Five Stories Vodka, fresh basil and your 
choice of seasonal fruit; for a super 
refreshing cocktail

Blackberry Gimlet   10   
Our award winning Five Stories Botanical 
Gin, blackberry simple syrup and lime juice 
make a fruity twist on a cocktail classic

Nocino Alexander   12   
Five Stories White Rum, local Ohio Nocino 
liqueur, spiced simple syrup and a dash of 
creme makes this cocktail the perfect end to 
an evening... or the start, we won't tell...

Party Punch Shot  8   
This sweet and sour shot makes us yearn for 
gummy bears, while reminding us of fun times
on pedal wagons
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